1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Coronaviruses are a huge family of viruses that affect neurological, gastrointestinal, hepatic and respiratory systems. This family can be grown among humans, bats, mice, livestock, birds, and others [@bib0001], [@bib0002], [@bib0003]. In 2003, a type of coronavirus, called SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV), was distributed from animal to animal [@bib0004]. In 2012, another type of coronavirus, named as MERS coronavirus (MERS-CoV), was significantly distributed from human to human [@bib0004]. Late in year 2019, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported many cases in China with respiratory diseases. It was verified that most of the reported cases contacted with the persons that had went to a seafood market in Wuhan [@bib0005]. Recently, a new type of coronavirus, named COVID-19 (it may be also named 2019-nCoV), is spreading in Wuhan [@bib0006]. The scientists believe that the COVID-19 acts in human similar to that are in bats. However, to know the main source of the COVID-19, more scientific studies are needed. Based on the reports, the COVID-19 has been observed in others cities in China and also in about other 198 countries (up to 06 February 2020). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) verified that the COVID-19 is distributed from human to human. Based on the CDC\'s reports, the COVID-19 is spread by touching surfaces, close contact, air, or objects that contain viral particles. The COVID-19 is a dangerous virus, because the incubation period of the COVID-19 is at least 14 days [@bib0007], and it can spread to others in the incubation period. A recent research indicates that the median age and incubation period of confirmed cases are respectively 3 days and 47.0 years [@bib0008].

The number of confirmed cases has increased daily in different countries, specially in United State American, Italy, Spanish, Germany, Iran, China and other countries. The spread of the COVID-19 has many dangers and needs strict special plans and policies. Therefore, to consider the plans and policies, the prediction and forecasting the future confirmed cases are critical. The number of the unreported COVID-19 cases in China has been mathematically estimated by [@bib0009]. Using a data-driven analysis, they estimated that there are 469 unreported COVID-19 cases in China in 1--15 January 2020. Based on the information of some Japanese passengers in Wuhan, Nishiura et al. [@bib0010] estimated the rate of the infection for COVID-19 in Wuhan. The results indicated a rate of 9.5% for infection and a rate from 0.3% to 0.6%, for death. Since the size of the considered population is very small, there is doubt in about accuracy of estimated rates. Based on a mathematical model, Tang et al. [@bib0011] concluded that the transmission risk of COVID-19 is averagely about 6.47 persons and predicted the time that the peak of COVID-19 will be reached. Using the information of 47 patients, Thompson [@bib0012] estimated a sustained human-to-human transmission equal to 0.4 for COVID-19. Based on two different scenarios, Jung et al. [@bib0013] concluded that the risk of death is 5.1% and 8.4%. Al-qaness et al. [@bib0014] proposed an optimization method, named FPASSA-ANFIS, to model the number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 and to predict its future values using previous recorded dataset in China. They introduced a technique that was a combination of neuro-fuzzy system, flower pollination algorithm, and salp swarm technique. Generally, the salp swarm technique was applied to develop flower pollination algorithm to prevent its disadvantages such as returning trapped at the local optimum. The theory of FPASSA-ANFIS model is based on the improvement in the ability and accuracy of neuro-fuzzy system by considering the parameters of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system using salp swarm and flower pollination algorithms. The ability and applicability of FPASSA-ANFIS technique were studied using the real dataset including the outbreak of the COVID-19 given by WHO. Moreover, FPASSA-ANFIS technique was applied to forecast the confirmed cases in future days.

The modeling, forecasting, predicting and estimating the characteristics of the epidemiological problems were considered in some previous researches. For example, the forecasting of the cases and transmission risk of West Nile virus (WNV) [@bib0015], the forecasting of the infection of hepatitis A virus [@bib0016], the forecasting of the seasonal outbreaks of influenza \[[@bib0017], [@bib0018]\], the forecasting of the outbreaks of Ebola [@bib0019], the estimating of the infection\'s rate of the SARS [@bib0020], the modeling of the influenza A (H1N1--2009) [@bib0021], predicting the outbreaks of the MERS [@bib0022].

Time series models are useful to models data that gathered and indexed by time. Time series analysis has been used effectively to model, estimate, forecast and predict real practical problems, see refs. [@bib0023], [@bib0024], [@bib0025], [@bib0026], [@bib0027], [@bib0028], [@bib0029], [@bib0030], [@bib0031], [@bib0032]. Symmetry of error\'s distribution is an essential condition. But there exist many cases in the real world that assumption of symmetrically distribution of the error terms is not satisfactory (see e.g., refs. [@bib0025], [@bib0026], [@bib0027], [@bib0028], [@bib0029], [@bib0030], [@bib0031], [@bib0032]), so in our methodology we consider the time series models based on the two-piece distributions, especially two-piece scale mixture normal (*TP*--*SMN*) distributions which had introduced by refs. [@bib0032], [@bib0033], [@bib0034], [@bib0035], [@bib0036], [@bib0037], [@bib0038]. The proposed time series models includes the symmetric Gaussian and symmetric/asymmetric lightly/heavy-tailed non-Gaussian time series models, and were fitted initially to the historical COVID-19 datasets. Then, the time series that has the best fit to each of the dataset is selected. Finally, the selected models are used to predict the number of confirmed cases and death rate of COVID-19 in the world. In this study,1An improved time series model is introduced applying *TP*--*SMN* distributions.2The new efficient predictive model is applied to predict and estimate the confirmed cases and death rate of COVID-19 in the world, using past and current datasets.

2. Preliminaries {#sec0002}
================

The autoregressive moving-average (*ARMA*) processes are a useful and accurate class of time series for modeling and forecasting of real datasets. The *ARMA* model presents a time series based on two linear functions; one contains the linear combinations of past values of time series, called the autoregressive (*AR*), and the other contains the linear combinations of a set of uncorrelated errors, called the moving average (*MA*). This model was firstly introduced by Peter Whittle, ref. [@bib0039], and then used by refs. \[[@bib0040],[@bib0041]\].

Definition 2.1The process {*X~t~*} is a *ARMA* process with orders of (*p, q*), {*X~t~*}  \~  *ARMA*(*p, q*), if$$\begin{array}{ccl}
 & & {X_{t} - \alpha_{1}X_{t - 1} - \ldots - \alpha_{p}X_{t - p} = Z_{t} + \eta_{1}Z_{t - 1} + \ldots + \eta_{q}Z_{t - 1};,} \\
 & & {\mspace{6mu} t = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2,\ldots,\mspace{6mu}\left\{ Z_{t} \right\}\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu} WN\left( {0,\sigma^{2}} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where *WN*(0, *σ* ^2^) refers to a set of uncorrelated and identically distributed zero-mean random variables with variance *σ* ^2^.

It should be noted that the cases $q = 0,$ and $p = 0,$ are called the *AR*(*p*) and the *MA*(*q*) models, respectively.

Following general two-piece distributions from ref. [@bib0033] based on the scale mixtures of normal (*SMN*) family, the probability density function (pdf) of the *TP*--*SMN* family for $y \in \mathbb{R}$, that is presented by *Y*  \~  *TP*--*SMN*(*μ, σ*, ***ν***, *γ*), is represented by$$g\left( y \middle| \mu,\sigma,\gamma,\mathbf{\nu} \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{2\left( {1 - \gamma} \right)\mspace{6mu} f_{SMN}\left( {\left. y \middle| \mu,\sigma \right.\left( {1 - \gamma} \right),\mathbf{\nu}} \right),\mspace{6mu} y \leq \mu,} \\
{2\gamma\mspace{6mu} f_{SMN}\left( y \middle| \mu,\mspace{6mu}\sigma\gamma,\mathbf{\nu} \right),\mspace{6mu} y > \mu} \\
\end{array} \right.,$$such that 0 \< *γ* \< 1 is the slant coefficient and *f~SMN~*( · \|*μ, σ*, ***ν***) is pdf of the *SMN* family.

Lemma 2.1*Let Y*  \~  *TP--SMN*(*μ, σ, γ*, ***ν***)*, then Y has a stochastic representation given by* $$Y = S_{1}Y^{-} + S_{2}Y^{+},$$where $Y^{-} \sim \mspace{6mu} SMN\left( {\mu,\sigma_{1},\mathbf{\nu}} \right)I_{A}\left( y \right)$ and $Y^{+} \sim \mspace{6mu} SMN\left( {\mu,\sigma_{2},\mathbf{\nu}} \right)I_{A^{c}}\left( y \right)$, for which $\sigma_{1} = \sigma\left( {1 - \gamma} \right)$, $\sigma_{2} = \sigma\gamma$, $A = \left( {- \infty,\mu} \right)$ and *SMN*( · )*I~A~*( · ) is the truncated *SMN*--distribution on *A*, and $\mathbf{S} = \left( {S_{1},S_{2}} \right)^{T}$ such that $S_{1} + S_{2} = 1$ has following probability mass function (pmf):$$P\left( {\mathbf{S} = \mathbf{s}} \right) = \left( \frac{\sigma_{1}}{\sigma_{1} + \sigma_{2}} \right)^{s_{1}}\left( \frac{\sigma_{2}}{\sigma_{1} + \sigma_{2}} \right)^{s_{2}};\mspace{6mu} s_{1},s_{2} = 0,1,\mspace{6mu} s_{1} + s_{2} = 1.$$

Lemma 2.2*Let Y*  \~  *TP--SMN*(*μ, σ, γ*, ***ν***)*,* a)$E\left( Y \right) = \mu - b\Delta;$b)$\text{Var}\left( Y \right) = \sigma^{2}\left\lbrack {c_{2}k_{2}\left( \mathbf{\nu} \right) - b^{2}c_{1}^{2}} \right\rbrack,$where $\Delta = \sigma\left( {1 - 2\gamma} \right)$, $b = \sqrt{2/\pi}k_{1}\left( \mathbf{\nu} \right)$, $c_{r} = \gamma^{r + 1} + \left( {- 1} \right)^{r}\left( {1 - \gamma} \right)^{r + 1}$ and $k_{r}\left( \mathbf{\nu} \right) = E\left( U^{- r/2} \right)$, for which *U* is the scale mixing variable (details are given in [@bib0032], [@bib0033], [@bib0034], [@bib0035], [@bib0036], [@bib0037], [@bib0038]).

3. ARMA process based on the two-piece distributions {#sec0003}
====================================================

3.1. The TP--SMN--ARMA process {#sec0004}
------------------------------

Consider the *ARMA*(*p, q*) model (1) with independent and identically distributed *(i.i.d.)* noises from *TP*--*SMN,* $$\left\{ Z_{t} \right\}\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu} TP - - SMN\left( {b\Delta,\sigma,\mathbf{\nu},\gamma} \right),\mspace{6mu} t = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2,\ldots,$$

And assume $\mathbf{\alpha} = \left( {\alpha_{1},\ldots,\alpha_{p}} \right)^{T}$and $\mathbf{\eta} = \left( {\eta_{1},\ldots,\eta_{q}} \right)^{T}$ are *AR* and *MA* coefficients of the *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* model, respectively. In this work, we will represent this model by $\left\{ X_{t} \right\}\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu} TP - - SMN - - ARMA\left( {p,q} \right)$ with the model parameter $\mathbf{\Theta} = \left( {\mathbf{\alpha},\mathbf{\eta},\mu,\sigma_{1},\sigma_{2},\mathbf{\nu}} \right)^{T}$(based on the *TP*--*SMN* representation from [Lemma 2.1](#enun0002){ref-type="statement"}.).

Remark 3.1Let $\left\{ X_{t} \right\}\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu} TP - - SMN - - ARMA\left( {p,q} \right)$. The process {*X~t~*} can be represented by a one-sided *MA*(∞) process, $X_{t} = \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\infty}\psi_{j}Z_{t - j}$. If the condition $\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\infty}\left| \psi_{j} \right| < \infty$ is satisfied, then *X~t~* converges in the mean, and this process is strictly stationary with the following mean and covariance functions:$$\begin{array}{ccl}
 & & {\mu_{X}\left( t \right) = E\left( X_{t} \right) = \mu_{z}\frac{1 + \eta_{1} + \ldots + \eta_{q}}{1 - \alpha_{1} - \ldots - \alpha_{p}};} \\
 & & {\mspace{6mu}\gamma_{X}\left( h \right) = \text{Cov}\left( {X_{t},\mspace{6mu} X_{t + h}} \right) = \sigma_{z}^{2}\xi\left( h \right),} \\
\end{array}$$where $\mu_{z} = E\left( Z_{t} \right)$, $\sigma_{z}^{2} = \text{Var}\left( Z_{t} \right)$ (given by [Lemma 2.2](#enun0003){ref-type="statement"}.), and $\xi\left( h \right) = \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{\infty}\psi_{j + |h|}\psi_{j}$. Also *γ~X~*(*h*) → 0, as *h* → ∞, (see, ref. [@bib0042]).

3.2. Maximum-Likelihood estimates {#sec0005}
---------------------------------

Let $\mathbf{X} = \left( {X_{1},\ldots,\mspace{6mu} X_{n}} \right)^{T}$ and $x_{t - 1} = \left( {X_{t - 1},\ldots,\mspace{6mu} X_{t - p}} \right)^{T}$  are sample and sub-samples of ***X***, respectively. Also, assume that $\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} = \left( {Z_{t - 1},\ldots,\mspace{6mu} Z_{t - q}} \right)^{T}$ for $t = 1,\ldots,n$ are conditionally errors on initial values $\mathbf{X}_{0} = \left( {X_{0},\ldots,\mspace{6mu} X_{- p + 1}} \right)^{T}$ and $\mathbf{Z}_{0} = \left( {Z_{0},\ldots,\mspace{6mu} Z_{- q + 1}} \right)^{T}$. Since the *ARMA*(*p, q*) model follows the Markovian property, then$$L\left( \mathbf{\Theta} \right) = f_{\mathbf{X}}\left( {\left. \mathbf{X} \right|\mathbf{X}_{0},\mathbf{Z}_{0},\mathbf{\Theta}} \right) = \prod\limits_{t = 1}^{n}g\left( {Z_{t}|\mathbf{X}_{0},\mathbf{Z}_{0},\mathbf{\Theta}} \right),$$where *L*(**Θ**) is the conditional likelihood function on initial values, (See more details about choosing the initial values and construction of the conditional likelihood function, in ref. [@bib0040]). So the log-- conditional likelihood function is derived by$$l\left( \mathbf{\Theta} \right) = \sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}l_{t}\left( \mathbf{\Theta} \right) = \sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}\log g\left( {X_{t} - \mathbf{\alpha}^{T}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} - \mathbf{\eta}^{T}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1}} \right)$$such that g( · ) refers to *TP*--*SMN* pdf given in (2).

The *SMN*--densities in the pdf (2) are complex, and then the exploring the *Maximum*--*Likelihood* (*ML*) estimates for the parameters of model (7) will tractable. But, using the [Lemma 2.1](#enun0002){ref-type="statement"}., concludes a suitable hierarchically form of the *TP*--*SMN* family besides the proposed *ARMA* model, to employ an *EM*--type algorithm to estimate the parameters.

Considering the [Lemma 2.1](#enun0002){ref-type="statement"}., and stochastic representation of *SMN* family (ref. [@bib0043]), let $\mathbf{D} = \left( {\mathbf{X},\mathbf{U},\mathbf{S}} \right)^{\mathbf{T}}$ as the complete data for the observations ***X*,** and $\mathbf{U} = \left( {U_{1},\ldots,U_{n}} \right)^{\mathbf{T}}$ and $\mathbf{S} = \left( {S_{t1},\mspace{6mu} S_{t2}} \right)^{T};\mspace{6mu} t = 1,\ldots,n$ are the missing (latent) data. It is noticed that the *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* model via (1) and (5) has the following hierarchically representation:$$X_{t}\left| {\mathbf{x}_{t - 1},\mathbf{z}_{t - 1},U_{t} = u_{t},\mspace{6mu} S_{ti} = 1} \right.\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu} N\left( {\mathbf{\alpha}^{T}x_{t - 1} + \mathbf{\eta}^{T}x_{t - 1} + \mu,u_{t}^{- 1}\sigma_{i}^{2}\mspace{6mu}} \right)I_{A_{t}}\left( x_{t} \right)^{2 - i}I_{A_{t}^{c}}\left( x_{t} \right)^{i - 1}$$ $$U_{t}|{S_{ti} = 1} \sim H\left( {u_{t}\left| \mathbf{\nu} \right.} \right),$$ $$\mathbf{S}_{t} \sim \text{Multinomial}\left( {1,\sigma_{1}/\left( {\sigma_{1} + \sigma_{2}} \right),\sigma_{2}/\left( {\sigma_{1} + \sigma_{2}} \right)} \right),$$ for $t = 1,\ldots,n$ and $i = 1,2$, where $A_{t} = \left( {- \infty,\mspace{6mu}\mathbf{\alpha}^{T}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} + \mathbf{\eta}^{T}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} + \mu} \right)$ and *N*( · )*I~A~*( · ) is the truncated normal distribution on *A*.

The hierarchical form of the *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* process given in (11) and *ECME* algorithm, that is a generalization of the *EM* algorithm [@bib0044], are applied to find the *ML* estimates. So considering the proposed the $TP - - SMN - - ARMA\left( {p,q} \right)$ and (11), ignoring constants, the conditional log--likelihood function is$$\begin{array}{ccl}
 & & {cl\left( \mathbf{\Theta} \right) = - n\log\left( {\sigma_{1} + \sigma_{2}} \right)} \\
 & & {\quad - \frac{1}{2}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{2}S_{ti}U_{t}\left( \frac{X_{t} - \mathbf{\alpha}^{T}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} - \mathbf{\eta}^{T}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} - \mu}{\sigma_{i}} \right)^{2}} \\
 & & {\quad + \sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{2}S_{ti}\log h\left( {U_{t}\left| \mathbf{\nu} \right.} \right),} \\
\end{array}$$ where $\mathbf{\Theta} = \left( {\mathbf{\varphi},\mathbf{\theta},\mu,\sigma_{1},\sigma_{2},\mathbf{\nu}} \right)^{\mathbf{T}}$.

Remark 3.1The conditional expectations ${\hat{s}}_{t1} = E\left\lbrack {S_{ti}|\hat{\Theta},\mathbf{X}} \right\rbrack = I_{({- \infty,{\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{T}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} + {\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{T}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} + \hat{\mu}}\rbrack}\left( x_{t} \right)$  and ${\hat{s}}_{t2} = 1 - {\hat{s}}_{t1}$, ${\hat{w}}_{ti} = E\left\lbrack {U_{t}S_{ti}|\hat{\Theta},\mathbf{X}} \right\rbrack = {\hat{\kappa}}_{ti}{\hat{s}}_{ti}$ for ${\hat{\kappa}}_{ti} = E\left\lbrack {U_{t}|\hat{\Theta},\mathbf{X},S_{ti} = 1} \right\rbrack,\mspace{6mu} t = 1,\ldots,n,\mspace{6mu} i = 1,2$ for the *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* members are as follows:2•TP--N--ARMA model: ${\hat{\kappa}}_{ti} = 1,$2•TP--T--ARMA model: ${\hat{\kappa}}_{ti} = \frac{\hat{\nu} + 1}{\hat{\nu} + d_{ti}},$2•TP--SL--ARMA model: ${\hat{\kappa}}_{ti} = \frac{2\hat{\nu} + 1}{d_{ti}}\frac{P_{1}\left( {\hat{\nu} + 3/2,d_{ti}/2} \right)}{P_{1}\left( {\hat{\nu} + 1/2,d_{ti}/2} \right)},$2•TP--CN--ARMA model: ${\hat{\kappa}}_{ti} = \frac{{\hat{\tau}}^{2}\hat{\nu}e^{- \hat{\tau}d_{ti}/2} + \left( {1 - \hat{\nu}} \right)e^{- d_{ti}/2}}{\hat{\tau}\hat{\nu}e^{- \hat{\tau}d_{ti}/2} + \left( {1 - \hat{\nu}} \right)e^{- d_{ti}/2}},$ where $d_{ti} = \left( {x_{t} - {\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{T}x_{t - 1} - {\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{T}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} - \hat{\mu}} \right)^{2}/{\hat{\sigma}}_{i}^{2}$, and *P~x~*(*a, b*) is the cumulative distribution function of the Gamma(*a, b*) distribution at *x*.

The function $Q\left( {\left. \mathbf{\Theta} \right|{\hat{\Theta}}^{(k)}} \right) = E_{\mathbf{\theta}}\left\lbrack {\left. cll\left( \mathbf{\Theta} \right) \right|{\hat{\Theta}}^{(k)},\mathbf{X}} \right\rbrack$ must be maximized. For the $\left( {k + 1} \right)$ ^th^, the E--Step of the *ECME* algorithm is as following:$$\begin{array}{ccl}
 & & {Q\left( {\left. \mathbf{\Theta} \right|{\hat{\Theta}}^{(k)}} \right) = - n\log\left( {\sigma_{1} + \sigma_{2}} \right)} \\
 & & {\quad - \frac{1}{2}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{2}{\hat{w}}_{ti}^{(k)}\left( \frac{X_{t} - \mathbf{\alpha}^{T}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} - \mathbf{\eta}^{T}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} - \mu}{\sigma_{i}} \right)^{2}} \\
 & & {\quad + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{2}E\left\lbrack {\left. {S_{ti}\log h\left( {U_{t}\left| \mathbf{\nu} \right.} \right)} \right|{\hat{\Theta}}^{(k)},\mathbf{X}} \right\rbrack,} \\
\end{array}$$where ${\hat{w}}_{ti}^{(k)} = {\hat{\kappa}}_{ti}^{(k)}{\hat{s}}_{ti}^{(k)}$ has obtained by [Remark 3.1](#enun0005){ref-type="statement"}.

The CM--Steps of the *ECME* algorithm is also as following:$${\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{({k + 1})} = \left( {\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1}^{T}} \right)^{- 1}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)}\left( {X_{t} - {\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{T{(k)}}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} - {\hat{\mu}}^{(k)}} \right)\mathbf{x}_{t - 1},$$ $${\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{({k + 1})} = \left( {\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1}^{T}} \right)^{- 1}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)}\left( {X_{t} - {\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{T{({k + 1})}}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} - {\hat{\mu}}^{(k)}} \right)\mathbf{z}_{t - 1},$$ $${\hat{\mu}}^{({k + 1})} = \frac{\sum_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)}\left( {X_{t} - {\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{T{({k + 1})}}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} - {\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{T{({k + 1})}}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1}} \right)}{\sum_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)}},$$where ${\hat{\zeta}}_{t}^{(k)} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{2}{\hat{w}}_{ti}^{(k)}/\sigma_{i}^{2(k)}$.

At the follows of CM--Steps, solving the stressed cubic equations $\sigma_{i}^{3} + p\sigma_{i} + q = 0;\mspace{6mu} i = 1,2,$ concluding the updates ${\hat{\sigma}}_{i}^{({k + 1})};\mspace{6mu} i = 1,2$, where $p = - \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{t = 1}^{n}{\hat{w}}_{ti}^{(k)}\left( {X_{t} - {\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{T({k + 1})}\mathbf{x}_{t - 1} - {\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{T({k + 1})}\mathbf{z}_{t - 1} - {\hat{\mu}}^{({k + 1})}} \right)^{2}$ , for which $q = p\sigma_{2}^{\mspace{6mu}}I_{({i = 1})} + p\sigma_{1}^{\mspace{6mu}}I_{({i = 2})}$. Since *p* \< 0 and *q* \< 0, hence this equation has unique just root in $\left( {0, + \infty} \right)$.

Finally, the *CML*--step of the *ECME* algorithm is as following:$$\mathbf{\nu}^{({k + 1})} = \text{argma}x_{\mathbf{\nu}}l\left( {{\hat{\mathbf{\alpha}}}^{T{({k + 1})}},{\hat{\mathbf{\eta}}}^{T{({k + 1})}},{\hat{\mu}}^{({k + 1})},{\hat{\sigma}}_{1}^{({k + 1})},{\hat{\sigma}}_{2}^{({k + 1})},\mathbf{\nu}} \right).$$

The proposed algorithm will be continued until a convergence condition is verified, i.e., $|{l\left( {\hat{\Theta}}^{({k + 1})} \right)/l\left( {\hat{\Theta}}^{(k)} \right) - 1}\left| \leq \varepsilon, \right.$ where ɛ is a known and fixed tolerance.

4. Modeling the confirmed cases and death rate of coronavirus {#sec0006}
=============================================================

4.1. Confirmed cases COVID-19 data in the world {#sec0007}
-----------------------------------------------

The coronavirus (COVID-19) is spreading in about 203 countries of the world. The daily data related the COVID-19 in the world, are reporting by the China National Health Commission (NHC) and World Health Organization (WHO). In this part we fit the maintained time series models to the total confirmed cases in the world include and exclude China from 22-Jan-2020 up to 08-Apr-2020.

Time series plots of the total and daily cases in the world from 22-Jan up to 08-Apr of 2020 which are confirmed, and its stationary differenced with order 3 (i.e. $\nabla^{3}X_{t} = X_{t} - 3X_{t - 1} + 3X_{t - 2} + X_{t - 3}$) are given in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} , respectively. Using the Dickey--Fuller test leads to p--value=0.01 with alternative hypothesis: stationary.Fig. 1Time series plot of the total confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the world from 22-Jan up to 08-Apr of 2020.Fig. 1Fig. 2Stationary time series plot of the COVID-19 in the world (differenced with order three).Fig. 2

Obviously number of cases (total and daily) in any days depend the number on them in the previous day(s), so the *ARMA* model can be suitable model for the COVID-19 cases data.

Two famous model selection criteria are Akaike information criteria ($AIC = 2k - 2l\left( \hat{\Theta} \right)$; ref. [@bib0045]) and Bayesian information criteria ($BIC = k\log n - 2l\left( \hat{\Theta} \right)$; ref. [@bib0046]), *k* is the number of parameters that are estimated in fitted model. The proposed criteria have used to choose the best *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* model with the best fitted orders. These criteria and partial auto-correlation function (*PACF*) in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} , demonstrate the following $TP - - T - - ARMA\mspace{6mu}\left( {7,0} \right)$ is the best model$$X_{t} + 0.8994X_{t - 1} + 0.9817X_{t - 2} + 0.9336X_{t - 3} + 0.7858X_{t - 4} + 0.6506X_{t - 5} + 0.4597X_{t - 6} + 0.2662X_{t - 7} = Z_{t},$$where$$\left\{ Z_{t} \right\}\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu}\text{<italic>TP-T</italic>}\left( {\mu = 8.847374,\mspace{6mu}\sigma = 2766.178,\mspace{6mu}\gamma = 0.5362869,\mspace{6mu}\nu = 2.100046} \right).$$ Fig. 3PACF of the stationary transformed total COVID-19 data in the world.Fig. 3

The histogram of the estimated errors (residuals) based on the estimated *TP--T* density (near symmetry but heavy-tailed) is superimposed on it shows the suitable performance of the estimated model to COVID-19 data ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} ). To further demonstrate the good fit of the model, we eliminated the last 10 data (2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Apr-08), then fitted the *TP--SMN--ARMA* model and forecast these data. [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} , show the forecasted real values of the COVID-19 in the world data are close. [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} contains the predictions and 98% confidence intervals for them.Fig. 4Histogram of the residuals of the fitted time series model on COVID-19 data in the world with superimposed estimated TP*--*T density.Fig. 4Fig. 5Time series plot of real values and predicted COVID-19 data from 2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Apr-08 with 98%.Fig. 5Fig. 6Time series plot of COVID-19 data and predicted data from 2020-Mar-30 up to 08-Apr of 2020.Fig. 6Table 1The real values of the COVID-19 in the world data from 2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Apr-08 with predictions and 98% confidence interval.Table 1DateReal valuePredictionLowerUpper2020-Mar-30785,828783,114776,624789,9372020-Mar-31859,620852,651845,272859,1972020-Apr-01936,637937,797930,885944,4282020-Apr-021,016,7341,016,0451,008,1731,022,6332020-Apr-031,118,4141,101,6451,093,8501,108,1432020-Apr-041,203,2351,223,9231,215,5281,230,3752020-Apr-051,274,6531,286,7351,277,7451,295,4872020-Apr-061,348,5641,348,1631,338,8741,357,6822020-Apr-071,430,9811,426,8891,417,6141,435,2262020-Apr-081,518,0231,520,8741,511,5121,529,308

The mean relative percentage error (*MAPE*) index given by$$MAPE\mspace{6mu} = \frac{1}{n}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\left| \frac{{\hat{X}}_{i} - X_{i}}{X_{i}} \right|,$$where ${\hat{X}}_{n + 1} = E\left( {X_{n + 1}X_{n},\ldots,X_{1}} \right),$ is then used to evaluate the accuracy of the suggested data prediction, which for the proposed predictions is 0.60% which shows the suitability of the proposed model for predicting. Note that, this criterion for the modeling via the ordinary Gaussian*--ARMA* model (also, the simplest *TP--SMN--ARMA* member) is 0.89%. Also the *AIC* and *BIC* criteria for the best fitted *TP--SMN--ARMA* are 1290.49 and 1298.02, and for the best fitted Gaussian*--ARMA* model are 1524.14 and 1544.12, respectively.

Finally, the p--value=0.972 from the Box--Pierce and p--value=0.931 from the Ljung--Box tests indicate the independency of residuals. Also the auto--correlation function (*ACF*) plot of the residuals presented in [Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} shows the suitability of the $TP - - T - - ARMA\left( {7,0} \right)$ model to the total confirmed cased of the COVID-19 dataset.Fig. 7ACF of the residuals of fitted time series model to total COVID-19 in the world data.Fig. 7

4.2. Death rate of COVID-19 data {#sec0008}
--------------------------------

In this section we consider and model the death rate of COVID-19 in the world from 02-Feb-2020 up to 08-Apr-2020, which this daily data also has reported by the China National Health Commission (NHC) and World Health Organization (WHO).

Time series plots of the death rate of coronavirus in the world from 02-Feb-2020 up to 08-Apr-2020, and its stationary differenced with order 3 (i.e. $\nabla^{3}X_{t} = X_{t} - 3X_{t - 1} + 3X_{t - 2} + X_{t - 3}$) are given in [Fig. 8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 9](#fig0009){ref-type="fig"} , respectively. Using the Dickey--Fuller test leads to p--value=0.01 which demonstrate the stationarity of differenced data.Fig. 8Time series plot of the death rate of COVID-19 in the world from 2020-Mar-30 up to 08-Apr of 2020.Fig. 8Fig. 9Stationary time series plot of the death rate of COVID-19 in the world (differenced with order three).Fig. 9

Using the model selection criteria and methodology in the previous data, demonstrate that best *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* model with the best fitted orders is $TP - - T - - ARMA\mspace{6mu}\left( {7,1} \right)$. The *PACF* given in [Fig. 10](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} also satisfies it. Therefore the following *TP*--*SMN*--*ARMA* is the best model$$X_{t} + 1.3760X_{t - 1} + 1.4183X_{t - 2} + 1.1401X_{t - 3} + 0.9269X_{t - 4} + 0.6482X_{t - 5} + 0.3181X_{t - 6} + 0.1752X_{t - 7} = Z_{t} - .0628Z_{t - 1},$$where$$\left\{ Z_{t} \right\}\mspace{6mu} \sim \mspace{6mu}\text{<italic>TP-T</italic>}\left( {\mu = 0.056836,\mspace{6mu}\sigma = 0.2664454,\mspace{6mu}\gamma = 0.297544,\mspace{6mu}\nu = 2.826561} \right).$$ Fig. 10PACF of the stationary transformed death rate of COVID-19 data in the world.Fig. 10

The histogram of the estimated errors (residuals) based on the estimated *TP--T* density (heavy-tailed and asymmetry) is superimposed on it shows the suitable performance of the estimated model to death rate of COVID-19 in the world ([Fig. 11](#fig0011){ref-type="fig"} ). Same as previous data, we eliminated the last 10 data (2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Apr-08, then fitted the *TP--SMN--ARMA* model and forecast these data.Fig. 11Histogram of the residuals of the fitted time series model on the death rate of COVID-19 in the world data with superimposed estimated *TP--T* density.Fig. 11

[Figs. 12](#fig0012){ref-type="fig"} , and [13](#fig0013){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} , show the forecasted real values of the death rate of COVID-19 in the world data are close. [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} contains the predictions and also 98% confidence intervals for them.Fig. 12Time series plot of real values and predicted death rate of COVID-19 in the world data from 2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Apr-28 with 98% confidence interval.Fig. 12Fig. 13Time series plot of death rate of COVID-19 in the world data and predicted data from 2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Mar-08.Fig. 13Table 2The real values of the death rate of COVID-19 in the world data from 2020-Mar-30 up to 2020-Apr-08 with predictions and 98% confidence interval.Table 2DateReal valuePredictionLowerUpper2020-Mar-3018.5919.0018.5519.392020-Mar-3119.1918.7518.2919.172020-Apr-0119.5519.4518.9819.892020-Apr-0220.0319.8719.4120.312020-Apr-0320.4820.3219.8620.762020-Apr-0420.7920.9720.5121.412020-Apr-0520.8621.1620.7021.602020-Apr-0621.1320.8620.4121.312020-Apr-0721.3521.1220.6821.592020-Apr-0821.1221.5121.0922.00

The *MAPE* for the second proposed predictions is 1.30% demonstrating the suitability of the proposed model for prediction. Note that, this criterion for the modeling via the ordinary Gaussian*--ARMA* model (also, the simplest *TP--SMN--ARMA* member) is 1.70%. Also the *AIC* and *BIC* criteria for the best fitted *TP--SMN--ARMA* are *--*4.42 and 18.05, and for the best fitted Gaussian*--ARMA* model are 76.68 and 95.07, respectively.

Finally, the p--value=0.974 from the Box--Pierce and p--value=0.873 from the Ljung--Box tests indicate the independence of residuals. Also, the *ACF* plot of the residuals presented in [Fig. 14](#fig0014){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the suitability of the $TP - T - ARMA\left( {7,1} \right)$ model to the death rate of COVID-19 in the world dataset.Fig. 14ACF of the residuals of the fitted time series model to the death rate of COVID-19 in the world data.Fig. 14

4. Conclusion {#sec0009}
=============

Coronaviruses are a huge family of viruses that affect neurological, gastrointestinal, hepatic, and respiratory systems. The numbers of confirmed cases are increased daily in different countries, especially in China, Iran, South Korea, Italy and others. The spread of the COVID-19 has many dangers and needs strict special plans and policies. Therefore, to consider the plans and policies, the predicting and forecasting the future confirmed cases are critical. The time series models are useful to model data that gathered and indexed by time. Classical time series is based on the symmetry of error\'s distribution. But there exist many situations in the real world that the assumption of symmetric distribution of the error terms is not satisfactory. In our methodology, we considered the time series models based on the two-piece scale mixture normal (*TP--SMN*) distributions. The proposed time series models were fitted initially to the historical COVID-19 datasets. Then, the time series that had the best fit to a dataset was selected. Finally, the selected models were applied to forecast the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases. The results indicate that the introduced approach acts well in forecasting the future confirmed COVID-19 cases. Also all of criteria demonstrate that the proposed models are more reasonable that the ordinary Gaussian time series model (, which also is the simplest members of our proposed model). Note that a sample copy of the code is available from the authors upon request.
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